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The undoped and 4 wt% BaZrO3 (BZO)-dopedReBa2Cu3O7−δ (Re = Y and Gd)
(ReBCO) high temperature superconductor (HTS) thin films were made by pulse laser
deposition (PLD) method on SrTiO3 (STO) (100) substrates from targets of nanosized
grains. Their structure and superconductivity properties were studiedwith x-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) and magnetisation measurements. The pinning potentialU0 was determined
by resistivity measurements in temperature activated flux-flow (TAFF) regime. Th ir-
reversibility fieldBirr was determined with resistivity studies, as well as the magnetic
field angle dependence of resistivity was investigated at high temperatures. The results
show that the optimum deposition temperature was lower, 700◦C for GdBCO compar-
ing with 745◦C for YBCO. The best obtained critical current densities,Jc’s, were higher
for undoped GdBCO than for undoped YBCO at 10 K, as well as at 77 K.The BZO
doping enhanced theJc at low temperatures and at high fields, where the enhancement
was higher for BZO doped GdBCO, either at low temperatures or high temperatur s.
TheU0 andBirr were improved for both the materials by BZO doping inB ‖ c but
decreased inB ⊥ c-direction. Also,U0 was lower for undoped GdBCO than YBCO in
B ⊥ c-direction. The reason for this was explained by distortion of the CuO2-layers,
lowering the intrinsic pinning. The undoped GdBCO was found to be more isotropic
than YBCO, similarly the doped materials were more isotropic than undoped ones, at
high temperatures.
The growth mechanism and pinning properties of YBCO/BZO multilayers were
systematically studied. The results show that the pinning and structural properties de-
pend on the YBCO and BZO layer thicknesses, hence the structure shouldbe optimised
for desired thin film properties. The multilayer structure with very thin multilayerswa
the only one that could match the properties of BZO doping with one mixed target.This
would result in alignment of the BZO particles in quasi-layers.
The observed aging effect of GdBCO was systematically studied. The superconduct-
ing properties,Tc andJc with magnetisation measurements, and the structural proper-
ties with XRD were determined for uncoated and Au-coated GdBCO and YBCO, being
measured in one month intervals for five months. An x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) study was also made for fresh and seven months old GdBCO thin film sample in
order to study the oxygen content in the bulk near surface. The origin ofthe aging effect
was attributed to oxygen release.
iv
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List of Abbreviations and Symbols
AFM atomic force microscopy
BE binding energy (keV)
BZO BaZrO3
CC coated conductor
FWHM full-width at half-maximum, i.e. the peak width
GdBCO GdBa2Cu3O7−δ
HTS high temperature superconductor
PLD pulsed laser deposition
ReBCO ReBa2Cu3O7−δ (Re = Y, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Ho. . . )
SC superconductor
STO (100) oriented SrTiO3
TAFF temperature activated flux-flow
XPS x-ray photon electrons spectroscopy
XRD x-ray diffraction
YBCO YBa2Cu3O7−δ
YSZ yttrium stabilised zirconium
a, b length and width of the rectangular film in Bean model (m)
a, b, c lattice parameters (Å)
B magnetic induction (T)
B∗ accommodation field,B∗ ≤ Bφ
Birr irreversibility field
Bφ matching field i.e. the field where number of vortices matches the number of pinning sites
FL Lorentz-force
Fp pinning force
H applied magnetic field (A/m)
Hc critical field
Hc1 lower critical field of type II superconductor
Hc2 upper critical field of type II superconductor
I current (A)
I(00l) intensity of (00l) (l = 4, 5 or 7) reflection in XRD
Ic critical current (A)
Jc, jc critical current density (A/cm2)
v
k,m, n number of layers, and number of shot pulses, respectively
M ′ real part of ac-magnetisation (Am2)
rc lattice coherence length (nm)
Tc critical temperature
Ts substrate deposition temperature
T0 fitting parameter (K) in equation (11) on page 35 and in equation (12) on page 38
U pinning potential
α exponent in equation (4) on page 3
β exponent in equation (13) on page 46
δ oxygen deficiency
∆ω the full-width at half-maximum of a rocking-curve
εr pinning energy
ε0 vortex energy,ε0 = [φ0/(4πλ)]2
Θ rotation angle in degrees
θ Bragg angle in degrees
λ London penetration depth
ξ coherence length
ρ resistivity (µΩcm2)
ρN normal state resistivity (µΩcm2)
φ rotation angle
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Superconductivity was first found in Leiden in 1911 by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes, when
he was measuring the resistivity of mercury. He discovered that at 4.19 K,just below
boiling point of liquid He, which is 4.2 K, the resistivity of Hg dropped to zero [1].
This temperature is called the critical temperature,Tc. Zero resistivity is the first of two
criterion that a superconductor must fulfil.
The second criterion is the perfect diamagnetism which means that the suscepti-
bility, χ, of the superconducting material has to be exactly -1. In other words, a mag-
netic field cannot penetrate a superconductor. This phenomenon is calledthe Meissner–
Ochsenfeld effect, after its discoverers [2].
The argument of a magnetic field not penetrating the whole superconductor(SC) is
not exactly valid. Actually, the magnetic field can penetrate a small length on the surface
of the SC. This is called the London penetration depth,λ [3]. It can be easily derived
from Maxwell’s equations just by presuming zero resistivity and perfectdiamagnetism.
Although the model is simple, it explains the Meissner–Ochsenfeld-effect.
Moreover, the perfect zero resistivity and diamagnetism apply only to a cert in type
SC’s, and since they are the first ones discovered, they are called the type one SC’s.
Above the critical field,Hc they have a normal resistive phase.Hc has the temperature
dependence:









whereHc(0) is the critical field at absolute zero [4].Hc is typically rather small, and
hence this class of materials has no applications of interest.
For applications, type two SC’s are more interesting, since they have two critical
fields,Hc1 andHc2 where the upper one can be huge, even hundreds of Teslas. The
temperature dependence of both is similar toHc in equation (1) [4]. The lower critical
field is rather low, and in thermodynamic sense it is lower thanHc of the type one SC’s.
BelowHc1 the Meissner-state with no magnetic field inside the SC exists. BetweenHc1
andHc2 is so called mixed state, where magnetic field can penetrate the superconducting
media by forming vortices i.e. fluxons, which have a constant value of magnetic flux i.e.
a flux quantum:φ0 = h/(2e) = 2.07 · 10−15 Wb.
In case of weak or no pinning, the distance between vortices is higher thanλ at rather
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low fields, therefore the vortices do not interact with each other. Then, thvortices are
randomly distributed and the phase is called asvortex liquid[5].
As the magnetic field and hence the number of vortices is increased, the vortices will
align hexagonally in case of no pinning, since the vortices repel each other. The phase is
called asvortex lattice[5]. Also, if the current densityJ is also applied, the vortices start
to move, due to the Lorentz-forceFL = J × B. The movement of vortices dissipates
energy which is seen as a voltage indicating an ohmic resistance, hence the zero r sistive
superconducting state is lost. At high magnetic fields, relatively high temperatur s, and
with FL = 0, the temperature fluctuation cause the lattice to melt, the order is lost,
therefore the phase is calledvortex liquid, too.
1.1.2 Flux pinning
Usually, some pinning sites are present, and these pin the vortices with pinningforce
Fp. Such pinning sites are for example point like defects. TheFp of a single point-
like pinning site is rather small, but a vortex can adjust within a network of point-like
pins to gain pinning force to overcomeFL with expense of elastic energy. However,
they trap only a fraction of the vortex, and therefore they are considered weak pinning
sites. At relatively low temperatures, the pinning force is much larger thanFL, the vor-
tices are trapped to pinning sites, therefore the long range aligned vorticeslattice is
distorted, and vortices have only a short range alignment, hence the phasis called as
the vortex glassphase. As the magnetic field or temperature is increased, the pinning
force becomes smaller than the Lorentz-force which although still dominates over the
temperature fluctuations, and the alignment of the vortices is lost, hence the phas is
called thepinned liquidphase. The cross-over of these two latter phases is separated by
irreversibility lineHirr(T) or temperatureTirr(H). Below this line a zero resistivity is
reached with small currents and a hysteresis is present in magnetisation measurements.
As the magnetic field is further increased but is still lower thanHc2, the vortices start
to flow freely, since the temperature fluctuations dominate overFp, hence this vortex
phase is called theflux-flowregime.
The pinning sites are considered strong, if a point-like pinning site can induce plastic
deformation in the vortex lattice or if the pinning site extends to the whole vortex length.
Correlated pinning sites can be such as planes and rods. In low temperature region, the







whereBφ = nφ0 is the matching field,εr is the pinning energy (or potential), andε0
is the vortex energy scale,ε0 = [φ0/(4πλ)]2 [5]. AboveB∗ the plastic and collective





AboveB∗ theJc can be described with power law
Jc(B) = A(T )B
α(T ), (4)
whereA(0) is proportional toJc(0), which is usually a decade smaller than predicted
depairing currentjc(0) due to the non-perfect pinning [8]. In literature, there are pre-
dictions of separate regions giving differentα’s. Nelsonet al. predictedα = −0.5 in
intermediate magnetic field range by presuming that only small fraction of vortices are
pinned directly, whereas the rest are pinned by shear interaction with strongly pinned
vortices. This is called theplastic pinning[5]. In high magnetic field range,α = −1.0
was predicted by assuming collective pinning of a vortex bundle. Van der Be ket al.
predicted a similarα = −0.63 for intermediate field range and the sameα = −1.0
at high field range [9]. Also, Blatteret al. have predictedα = −0.5 for strong pin-
ning [10]. In addition to the former, Klaassent al. also stated that samples with high
defect density have a negative tendency ofα(T ) with temperature [11].
The largeα ≈ −0.2 for BZO doped YBCO has been described theoretically by
Paturiet al. [12]. They used a model where columnar defects form a triangular lattice
which creates a potential well whose height is compared with elastic energy of the lattice
(the energy loss which is due to distortion of Abrikosov-lattice). Then, pinned vortices
are those whose distance to a pinning site is low enough to overcome the elastic energy.
In this model, the critical current is simply proportional to the pinned–unpinned-vortex-
ratio. Thus, the highα is due to highBφ (proportional to number of defects) and a high
pinning potential of the non-randomly aligned defects.
1.1.3 Temperature activated flux-flow (TAFF)
The pinning force of pinning sites correspond to a potentialUp or barrier which vortices
need to cross in order to depin. At the spin glass state, theUp can be considered infinite,
and the resistivity is zero with low enough currents as stated in the previous section.
Just above the melting temperature,Tm, the temperature activated vortex movement
is high enough to allow the vortices to creep over the barrier, but they are still bound
to pinning sites, and hence this regime is called the temperature activated flux flow
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(TAFF), or ordered vortex liquid. In addition, the pinning potential is also lowered with
the Lorentz-force,FL = J×B, by potentialUL = J×BVcrp, whereVc is the volume of
the flux bundle, andrp is the range of the pinning potential [13]. The resistivity depends
linearly on the current but exponentially on the temperature:
ρ = ρ0f exp (−U/T ), (5)
whereρ0f is a prefactor term and is usually three decades higher than the normal resis-
tivity, andU is the potential. In this model,U is presumed to beU ∝ H2c (t)ξ
n(t) [14],
wheren is the dimensionality of the vortex system, andt = T/Tc is the reduced tem-
perature. ThermodynamicHc ∝ (1 − t), andξ ∝ (1 − t)−
1
2 [5], hence it is obtained
U = U0(1−t)
q, whereq = 2−n/2 [13,15]. For YBCOq is 1, thereforeU = U0(1−t).
Thus, the activation energyU0 can be estimated with an Arrhenius plot
ln ρ = ln ρ0 −
U0
T







whereln ρ0 is the limit when1/T → 0, andU0 is the slope in the logarithmic vs1/T
plot and is considered temperature independent [16].
1.2 Pinning sites
1.2.1 Natural pinning sites
A superconducting material has usually a spectrum of defects which can act s pinning
sites. Their strength depends on their geometry, and those which can trap the vortex at
its whole length are considered strongest [5].
The linear defects such as screw dislocations are introduced in the thin film growth,
and they act as strong pinning sites [11,17]. Because these dislocationsevolve in growth
island boundaries during the film preparation, they have nonrandom positions in the
film. That is why they result in plastic pinning (α = −0.5) instead of collective pinning
(α = −1) as in single crystals with randomly distributed correlated defects [17]. The
high density of such pinning sites in thin films is one of the reasons why they arecon-
sidered one of the most promising material for the coated conductor (CC) fabrication.
Twin boundaries form inReBCO thin films on cubic substrates like STO, when the
tetragonalReBCO material undergoes a phase transition to orthorhombic as it is cooled
at a sufficiently high oxygen pressure from above 500◦C to the room temperature [18].
The nucleation of twin domains occur in separate islands, and as the temperature is
reduced, the islands grow in size. Thea (or b) (a < b) axis of a twinning island can
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align either alonga or b axis of the substrate, therefore the twin domains have a ran-
dom alignment. As the perpendicularly aligned twin domains meet, a twin boundary is
formed. The twin boundaries are rather strong pinning sites, since they are planar and
can trap the vortex within its whole length, ifFL is perpendicular to the twin plane. In
other geometries, the vortices may channel through the twin planes without pinning.
A stacking fault is an extra layer parallel to basalab-plane [19]. Such an extra layer
can be a Cu–O-layer in YBCO [19,20] or a Gd-layer in GdBCO [21].
There are also a number of other lattice defects which can act as a pinning sites such
as antiphase boundaries, mis-aligned grains, voids etc. A list of such a defects is given
in reference [19] and [22].
A method to increase the number of the natural pinning sites is to use a target with
nanograined material for pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [23–25]. It has been shown that
the particle size is smaller in the plume and on the substrate, and hence the higherJc
than in conventional targets of micronsized grains is attributed to them. Furthermor ,
using a nanograined target material enables full relaxation of the orthorhombic stress at
lower thin film thickness than with targets with micronsized grains [25,26]. In ref. [26]
it was speculated that the twin boundaries tend to form in growth island boundaries, but
in ref [25] the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) did not support that. Hence the
defects responsible for highJc are some other correlated, linear defects, like disloca-
tions.
1.2.2 Artificial pinning sites
There are additional methods to enhance pinning artificially. One possibility is toirra-
diate a superconducting thin film or a single crystal with light ions [27–29] orheavy
ions [29, 30], where the light ones create point-like defects in the material and heavy
ones correlated, strong pinning sites. A cheaper and more suitable way for l rge scale
thin film manufacturing is the use of substrate with nanodots, such as Ag [31]. The
nanodot does not allow stoichiometric, superconducting material to grow abve it, and
hence a correlated pinning site is formed. Yet another way to emerge columnar defects is
to use miscut substrates in thin film growth [20]. In addition, the pinning properties can
be improved by introducing precipitates inside the superconducting material. Asuch a
method is the multilayering.
In multilayering, a non-superconducting layer is usually deposited inside theSC.
The used materials are such as Y2O3 [32–34], CeO2 [35–38], Y211 [39], YSZ [40],
transition metals (Ti, Zr, Hf, Ir) [41,42], and BaZrO3(BZO) [43], and mixing supercon-
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ducting materials likeReBCO (Re = Gd, Nd, Eu and Dy) [44,45], and even a ferromag-
netic material [46]. The best enhancement has been achieved with quasi-layers, whose
thickness does not allow forming of a complete layer. This will result in nanoprticulates
or precipitates [32–34, 37, 39–41, 43]. The particulates themselves behave as pinning
sites, but multilayering can also increase the amount of disorder [45] and stress [39]
in the superconducting material. If complete or almost complete layers are formed, the
superconducting properties do not enhance or they even decrease [32]. The critical tem-
perature tends to decrease as the layer thickness increases [32,34,37,40–42], the same is
seen forJc(B = self field), as well as widening of the transition [32,34,40]. In contrast
to the former, Hauganet al. did not detect decrease ofTc andJc(B = self field) with
BZO [43], the reason might be that they used a stoichiometric material, therefor the Zr
and other transition metals do not poison the superconducting properties asit was the
case of Ḧanischet al. [41]. The enhancement ofJc in magnetic field was determined
by the thickness of the non-superconducting material as well as by the thickness of su-
perconducting material [39,40]. In addition, theJc improvement was more pronounced
at low temperatures for multilayered films than for films without multilayering, in com-
parison to high temperatures, i.e. 77 K [37,41,43]. By varying these two thicknesses, a
Jc enhancement can be achieved in the low, intermediate or high magnetic field range
depending of the two thicknesses [32, 39, 41–43]. The situation is the samefor ulti-
layers consisting only of SC’s: the enhancement of superconducting properties depends
on the layer thicknesses [44]. Also, an improvement of the irreversibility field Birr was
seen for multilayering [34, 40]. A development of correlated pinning sites wa seen for
BZO (or YSZ), and Hf, which reduced anisotropy ofJc in the magnetic field rotation
measurements [40, 41]. Instead Y2O3 improved the random pinning [33]. One of the
advantages of multilayering is also the possibility to grow thicker films with an actual
increase of critical currentIc [36].
Another way is to add precipitates in the target material directly. As in the multi-
layering case of transition metals, YSZ and BZO, the precipitates align along thec-axis
introducing correlated strong pinning sites ifReBCO material is doped with BZO (or
YSZ or ZrO2, which both react withReBCO material to form BZO) [25, 43, 47–55],
Yb3TaO7, Gd3TaO7, YBa2NbO6 [56], or gold [57, 58]. Therefore, the angular depen-
dence in magnetic field becomes more isotropic [47,48,52–54]. This is due toth wide
c-axis peak which is concluded to originate from the correlated defects. Indeed, as in
multilayering, the nanorod does not completely consist of BZO particles, butthe spacing
is filled with YBCO [59]. Increasing the BZO-doping decreases theTc andJc(0 T) [43,
6
Figure 1. The orthorhombic (a) and tetragonal structure (b) of YBCO [61], and theTc
vs oxygen deficiency of a YBCO thin film (c) [62]
49]. However, an increase ofJc is seen at non-zero magnetic fields [47,48,52–54]. The
doping level determines the field range where theJc is improved, and an optimum is
found with 3.9 wt% of BZO in YBCO [49]. The radius of a single BZO-nanorod does
not grow with doping level, instead their number increases [49]. Furthermor , s me
additional dislocations are also found in vicinity of BZO nanorods, which probably
increase the pinning [25]. The pinning potential,Up is shown to increase with BZO-
doping level [16]. Irreversibility temperatureTirr or field Birr depends on the BZO-
doping level as well, and hence the optimum level depends on the desiredBirr, a higher
doping giving higherBirr.
1.3 Structure of REBa2Cu3O7−δ
TheReBa2Cu3O7−δ (Re = Y, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Ho. . . ) (ReBCO) group of ma-
terial was initially found by Wuet al. in in 1987, as they investigated Y–Ba–Cu–O
composition [60]. Later it was found that the actual superconducting compound was
YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO). Since then, almost all of the rare-earths have been swapped to
the Y site. YBCO has a superconducting phase, if oxygen deficiencyδ ≤ 0.6, and it has
an orthorhombicPmmm structure (figure 1(a)) [61]. With lower oxygen contents, the
structure becomes tetragonalP4/mmm (figure 1(b)) and non-superconducting.
The behaviour of theTc is presented in figure 1(c) for thin films. This peculiar de-
pendence ofTc on δ, i.e. the three plateaus, has been explained by reducing oxygen
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deficiency destroying holes [61,63,64], which act as charge carriers of superconductiv-
ity. The ordering of the oxygen in basal planes, i.e. Cu(1)–O(1)-planes, is also shown to
form oxygen or vacancy chains, an ordered alternating oxygen–vacancy lattice [65].
1.4 YBa2Cu3O7−δ vs. GdBa2Cu3O7−δ
The unit cell and the structure are the same for YBCO and GdBa2Cu3O7−δ (GdBCO),
only the ionic radius is different: 1.019̊A for Y3+ and 1.053 for Gd3+ [66]. This re-
sults in an easier cation disorder for Gd and Ba than for Y and Ba, becausthe radius
of Gd3+ is closer to Ba2+(= 1.35 Å) [67] than to Y3+. This results also in a slightly
higher stability for YBCO than GdBCO, since a smaller cation radius results in higher
stability [66, 68]. The lattice parameters have also minor differences. For YBCO the
lattice parameters are:a = 3.817 Å, b = 3.883 Å, andc = 11.633 Å, and for GdBCO:
a = 3.859 Å, b = 3.885 Å, and c = 11.759 Å [69]. However,Tc does not depend
heavily on the rare-earth [70] (only Pr and Ce result in a non-superconductingReBCO
phase), and that is one of the reasons why the superconductivity is attributed to the
CuO-layers. For thin films, theTc is slightly higher for GdBCO than YBCO [71–74].
That might be a reason why theJc andBirr are higher for GdBCO than for YBCO
at 77 K [52–54, 73, 74, ]. The higherJc andBirr are also suggested to originate from
extra defects, which Takahashiet al. were not able to identify in ref. [75], but in sub-
sequent publications they identified extra stacking faults [52,53], which was confirmed
by Haberkornet al. [21]. The latter group also identified a stacking fault as an ex-
tra Gd-layer, which agrees well with the cation disorder. Some screw dislocations are
also found in GdBCO, but their number is lower than in YBCO [74]. Due to the de-
fects, GdBCO is also shown to have more isotropic magnetic field angle dependence of
Jc [52–55, 74, 76]. In addition, the volume ofa-oriented grains does not grow as fast
with the increasing film thickness as in YBCO in conventional film growth processes,
causing much smaller degradation ofJc for thicker films, and hence the critical current
increases faster in GdBCO [53,54,76]. GdBCO has been also succesfully grown with
an in-plume-PLD method, allowing up to three times faster film growth with improved
transmission properties [77,78]. The drawback of the GdBCO thin films is theobs rved
aging effect, which reduces theJc with time [79].
1.5 Motivation
The pinning properties determines the superconducting properties of the maerial even
more thanTc. Therefore, pinning in high temperature superconductor (HTS) material
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has been under heavy investigation after their discovery. Recently, it was shown in our
group, that ablating thin films from the nanosized target material has enhanced the pin-
ning of YBCO [25, 51]. To strengthen this argument, a series of YBCO targe s of dif-
ferent densities were made and studied in paper [P2].
To enhance the pinning properties of YBCO and in order to find the best pinning
properties possible to achieve by BZO-multilayering, a set of different multilayers and
nanorod-type BZO was grown inside the YBCO in paper [P3]. The growth mechanism
was also investigated.
As it has been shown previously, the substitution of Y by Gd has increasedthe
pinning properties of YBCO structured HTS materials. In addition, as mentioned above,
a higherJc has been achieved in YBCO by using a target material of nanosized grains.
Therefore, GdBCO thin films were deposited from a nanograined target mat rial. To
further increase the pinning properties ofReBCO material, GdBCO was doped with 4
wt% of BZO which is known to be the optimal doping level in YBCO. To investigate
the pinning properties of GdBCO, the structural and superconducting property study
was made in paper [P1], and the work was continued with resistivity measurements in
paper [P5].
An aging effect has been discovered in GdBCO [79], but it has not been systemat-
ically studied. To find out the origin and the nature of the aging, a systematic magneti-




All the precursor powders, which are the initial target materials, are made by the sol-gel
method. At the starting point, all the materials are nitrate salts in water solution. The
precise molar amount of each component, Y or Gd, Ba, and Cu, are mixed togther.
The citric acid is added so that the pH of the solution is 5. Then, the solution is dried
in 80–90◦C for 20 hours or until it gradually has formed a gel. The dried powder is
slightly ground, and then calcinated first at 500◦C for 20 min, then at 725◦C for 2
hours. This step is often repeated to ensure the purity of the material [P2]. On the other
hand, this step has been also done in a slightly different way, where powders are either
calcinated at 790◦C for 14 hours or at 780◦C for 96 hours, after that the powder is
slightly ground and deoxydised in flowing Ar in 100 kPa at 750◦C for 24 h, and then
cooled down to 400◦C in oxygen atmosphere where it is annealed for 4 h [80]. In each of
these routes, nanosized grain-size is retained as well as the phase purity. The purity and
grain-size of the precursor powder were checked with x-ray diffraction (XRD) byθ−2θ-
scan. For GdBCO, the route is basically the same but some adjustments are needed: e.g.
temperatures and treating times have to be modified. For BZO-doped materials, the
exact wt% of starting material, that is Ba and Zr, are added to starting solution,and
the targets are treated similarly as the undoped ones. The precursor powders are pressed
into pellets at≈340 MPa, then sintered at 900◦C for a short while. The YBCO targets in
[P2], T1–T4, were sintered at 850◦C–900◦C for 15 min, to get different target densities.
The undoped and BZO-doped GdBCO targets were sintered at 900◦C in oxygen flow
for five hours. A subsequent long term oxygen treatment was sometimes needed to get
the orthorhombic phase of the target material.
A pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method was used for thin film growth. The laser
was XeCl (λ = 308 nm) excimer type. SrTiO3 (STO) (100) single crystals were used
as film growth substrates. The substrate temperature,Ts, was varied between 625◦C–
765◦C for the growth condition optimisation for GdBCO, and the optimum was found at
700◦C, whereas the optimum was 745◦C–780◦C for undoped and BZO-doped YBCO.
The pressure in the chamber was 300 mTorr of flowing oxygen during each ablation.
Energy densities of 1.8 J/cm2–2.1 J/cm2 and in-axis geometry were used so that the
tip of the plume just reached the substrate, when substrate-target distancew s 35 mm.
The single layered (in contrast to multilayered) films were fabricated without achange
of target, and 1500 or 1800 pulses were always shot, if not otherwise mention d, with
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Y1 YB1 M−Y1 M−YB1−5
STO (001) substrate 4% BZO−doped YBCO
BZOundoped n−YBCO
Figure 2. Types of multilayer structuresk x [YBCO(m pulses)/BZO(n pulses)] used
in [P3]. Layer thicknesses of YBCO (m) and BZO (n) and number of bilayersk vary
in structures M-YB1-5 as mentioned in the text. The single-element multilayer 20 x
[YBCO(100 pulses)/YBCO(20 pulses)] (M-Y1) as well as the conventional undoped
nanostructured YBCO (Y1) and 4% BZO-doped YBCO (YB1) films were made for
comparison. [P3]
repetition rate of 5 Hz, and the calibrated film growth rate was 1Å/pulse, resulting in
150–180 nm thick films depending of pulse number and growth conditions. Thi thick-
ness was enough to produce structurally fully relaxed films [25]. For the multilayered
film study, 2400 pulses were shot for each film, in order to get the same film thicknesses.
k× [YBCO(m pulses)/BZO(n pulses)] multilayers were deposited in the same, opti-
mised conditions, only the pulse numbersm = 50−2400 andn = 0−50 as well as the
layer numberk = 1− 40 were varied, see table 3 on page 19 and figure 2. All the films
were oxygen treatedin situ slightly belowTs in 1 atm oxygen pressure for ten minutes,
after that the thin films were slowly cooled to an ambient temperature.
For aging investigations, a GdBCO and an YBCO thin film were made with PLD.
Both the films were split, and one half was gold-coated (Au-GdBCO and Au-YBCO)
whereas the other half was left without coating (uc-GdBCO and uc-YBCO). The Au-
coating was made by sputtering at the room temperature, and the thickness ofthe Au-cap
layer for the Au-YBCO was 50 nm, and a thicker layer, 100 nm, was sputtered onto the
Au-GdBCO film to compensate for the higher surface roughness. Both thefilms were
kept in ambient air, and x-ray diffraction and magnetisation measurements were made
at one month intervals for five months. In addition, an uncoated GdBCO film was made
for x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies which were made for a fresh and a





Figure 3. A schematic illustration of Bragg-angleθ, tilt angleψ, and rotation angleφ.
For resistivity measurements, a 50µm wide pattern was etched for the four-point
measurements: the patterns were made by the photolithography, and the extramate i l
was removed with phosphorus acid. The soldering was done by mechanically tapping
indium onto the contact pads.
2.2 Characterisation methods
2.2.1 X-ray diffraction
The structural characterisation of the films was made by XRD measurements usi g
Philips X’Pert Pro diffractometer with Schultz goniometer. The used radiationwas Kα-
line of copper. A Ni filter was placed into incident beam optics to reduce the intensity
of CuKβ-peaks, and a parallel plate collimator, and a 0.18◦ entrance slit were added
into diffracted beam optics. Also, 0.04 rad Soller-slits were inserted into botheams.
For powder diffraction, 0.5◦ anti-scatter slits and 0.04 rad Soller-slits for incident and
diffracted beams, and for diffracted beam, a crystal monochromator with 0.3 mm aper-
ture were used.
To check the phase purity of the thin films,θ − 2θ-scans in (00l) direction were
made. The texture of the films was studied at2θ = 27.8◦, corresponding the (102)-peak
of YBCO and GdBCO and at2θ = 30.8◦, corresponding the (110)-peak of BZO.
The twin structure of the films was checked from the (212)/(122)-peaks,which
are in vicinity of (2θ, ψ, φ) = (56.0◦, 73.0◦, 26.5◦), whereθ is the Bragg angle,ψ
is the tilt angle andφ is the rotation angle (figure 3). The volume ofa-oriented grains
was determined from intensity ratios ofa- andc-axis oriented (102)-peaks, where the
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(27.7◦, 56.7◦, 0◦) corresponds to thec-oriented grains and(27.7◦, 33.3◦, 0◦) the a-
oriented grains. Hence the peaks have well separatedψ-angles. The ratio is defined
asIa/(Ia + Ic), whereI is the geometry corrected intensity of a respective peak.
The geometry correction, which can be done either by adjusting the receiving slits
or by mathematical calculations, is needed in the intensities, if the peaks have differ nt
tilting angles,ψ’s [81]. Asψ increases, the diffracted intensity fitting inside the receiv-
ing slits reduces, because the intersection of the sample surface and the beam changes
its shape and orientation. Also, in the case of a thin film, the tilt increases absorption,
but whereas in a thick slab the decrease of absorbing volume compensatesthe increased
intensity, in thin films the x-rays easily penetrate the whole sample at any tilts (since
penetration depth of x-rays may be up to 100–200µm and the thickness of a thin film
is only hundreds of nanometres) [81, p. 143–147]. This change of thein ensity can be
calculated or empirically determined [81, p. 143–147]
2.2.2 Magnetisation measurements
The superconducting properties of the films were determined with magnetisationmea-
surements which were made with Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement
System (PPMS). The magnetic field was always applied along thec-axis and perpen-
dicular to the film surface. The onset value ofTc was determined from the real part of
ac-magnetisation, where frequency (113 Hz) not commensurable with 50 Hz of mains
current, and ac-field of 1 mT was applied without any external dc-field.
dc-magnetisation hysteresis loops were measured in a field range of−8 T ≤ B ≤






wherea andb (a ≥ b) are the length and width of the rectangular film,V is the vol-
ume and∆mirr(B±) is a half of the opening of the hysteresis curve that is2∆mirr =
|m(B+) −m(B−)|. TheJc is presumed field independent in Bean model [82, 83], but
still it gives a good estimation [85]. However, it has to be pointed out that theJc ob-
tained with a magnetisation method should not be compared withJc’s obtained with
transport measurements, since the magnetisation gives an average over the whole film,
the transport measurements give theJc from a small part and its voltage criterion (the
voltage which indicates normal state resistivity) is different [85].
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2.2.3 Atomic force microscopy
The surface morphology of a sample was determined by an atomic force microscope
(AFM), ParkScientific AutoProbe AFM/EFM/STM/MFM. In this work, the so called
contact mode was always used, which means that the tip of AFM touches the sam-
ple, and a given, constant force (50 pN) is maintained as the tip is swept onthe sam-
ple. The root-mean-square-roughnesses (rms-roughnesses) arecalculated from areas of
given size, and only the rms-roughnesses of the same, given size are compared. For film
thickness, a step or a 50µm wide stripe was etched, and its height was measured with
AFM. Also, for resistivity measurements, the actual width and height of the stripe was
measured by AFM.
2.2.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out by Dr. Sari
Granroth in Materials Research Laboratory in University of Turku. TheXPS spectra
were collected by Perkin-Elmer PHI 5400 spectrometer using Mg Kα radiation (1253.6
eV). The pass energy of the analyser of 89.45 eV, and take-off angleof 45◦ were applied
for core-lever spectra measurements. The base pressure was around 2 ·10−9 Torr during
the measurements. The binding energy (BE) scale calibration was made by using the C
1s core-level in the thin film sample and the standard Au4f7/2 (BE=83.98 eV) reference
line.
2.2.5 Resistivity measurements
The resistivity measurements were made with the PPMS. The applied current was 10
µA in the results presented in [P5], although lower currents were also investigated.
The resistivity versus temperature,ρ(T ), measurements were started at 110 K, and the
temperature was slowly reduced, 1 K/min above the transition, 0.2 K/min in the vicinity
of the transition, and 1 K/min below the transition until the measurement was ended
well below the transition at 50 K. Theρ(T ) curves were obtained at magnetic fields of
0, 0.1, 0.5, 1. . . 8 T, in both, parallel and perpendicular directions with respect toc-axis.
The magnetic field was always perpendicular to the current i.e. the maximum Lorentz
force configuration.
The resistivity versus rotation angle in an external magnetic field,ρ(Θ), were mea-
sured at constant fields (0.5, 0.75, and 1 T) and constant temperatures. The maximum


























































Figure 4. The XRD2θ-scans of the T1–4 targets. [P2]
3 Results and discussions
3.1 Influence of target density
The XRD-patterns of four YBCO targets prepared at different temperatures are shown
in figure 4. Some minor wiggling can be seen near 30◦ in T1 and T2 indicating some
impurity phases, but the peaks are too small for identification, and thereforthe tar-
gets are practically phase pure. Furthermore, since the targets are made from the same
source powder, these impurities should not influence the film properties. The similar
peak widths indicate similar grain size in the targets, and moreover, a carefulg ain-size
analysis with the Rietveld refinement indicates also only small variation of 25–45nm
(table 1). The target grain size grows from T1 to T4, but it is not expected that such
a small variation affects the film properties, although the grain size has beenshown to
influence the film properties [12,86,87], but in those cases the grain size difference was
wider: micrometres vs. nanometres. The sintering temperatures 850◦C and 875◦C did
not result in much target density increase, but above a threshold temperature, the density
grows fast. Our results indicate, that 15 min at 900◦C in air was enough for the target
to became denser without a significant grain size growth. The sintering wasdone also
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Table 1. Properties of the targets. The relative density is calculated from the theoretical
density of 6.375 g/cm3. [P2]
Target T1 T2 T3 T4
Sintering temperature (◦C) 850 875 887 900
Target grain size (nm) 25 36 39 43
Target density (g/cm3) 4.1 4.1 4.3 5.0
Relative density (%) 63.5 63.8 66.9 78.6
Polishability (%) 21.7 22.9 31.3 61.3
below 850◦C and above 900◦C, but the results did not differ from the data presented
herein. This agrees with previous sintering studies [88, 89]. The sintering of the targets
in oxygen atmosphere was also tried, and pure YBCO was achieved, but the sin ering
time for denser targets were much longer than in air. The sintering in Ar resulted in sev-
eral impurity phases i.e. BaCuO2, Y2O3 and CuO in the target, which is in accordance
with the measured phase diagrams [90].
The maximum obtained density for the nanograined target (T4) was approximately
80% of theoretical value. It is clearly less than the density of targets of larger grains,
but the value agrees well with value of very fine powders [88]. On the othr hand,
sanding of the nanograined targets is harder: although the less dense targets, T1–T3,
were more powder-like than T4 whose density is 80%, their sanding felt the sam as for
microngrained target whose density is about 90%. To quantify this, all four targets were
sanded with sanding papers graded 240, 800, and 1200 in respectiveorder for the same
amount of time. Then, the proportion of the shining area of the targets were measured
with optical microscopy. This is called a polishability, and it is included in table 1. Since
the grains are more attached to the denser targets, less grains are detached during the
sanding, and only on the attached grains a reflecting surface is polished.T surface
of the targets was also imaged after the laser ablation with optical microscopy. Since a
wavy pattern, with size of 20µm was seen, and since it is typical of target surfaces shot
with similar laser fluency [91, p. 97], the surface feature did not dependon the target
density.
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Table 2. Structural and superconducting properties of the films [P2].
Sample F1 F2 F3 F4
Tc(K) 88.5 88.7 88.3 89.3
Jc(10 K, 0 T) (MA/cm2) 39.2 32.0 22.2 29.9
B∗ (10K) (mT) 64.7 60.7 108.5 75.9
Thickness (nm) 153 150 160 152
rms roughness (nm) 3.95 3.96 3.36 2.68
I(005)/I(004) 11.9 11.1 12.9 11.1
FWHM (005) (◦) 0.320 0.313 0.333 0.324
∆ω (◦) 0.242 0.222 0.255 0.240
rc (nm) 17.6 19.2 16.7 17.7
3.2 Surface roughness
The surface roughnesses of the films were measured with AFM. The results of the films,
F1–F4, made from targets with different densities, T1-T4, (see section 3.1) are shown
in the table 2; the roughnesses were calculated from measured areas of 2, 5 and 10µm2
by taking an average. The roughnesses of these films is clearly smaller thanthe o -axis
made films from micronsized targets of any density [92–94]. This can be explained by
the nanosized grains in the target [87]. The film roughnesses in our films depen on the
target density, as it can be seen in table 2. This agrees with the earlier results, where
targets of tetragonal and orthogonal phase are compared [92, 95], and the smoother
surface of a tetragonal phase is explained by its higher density.
The results for surface roughnesses of undoped and optimally BZO-doped single
layered YBCO (Y1 and YB1, respectively) as well as multilayered YBCO/BZO films
(M-Y1, M-YB1–M-YB5) are shown in table 3. The roughness of the single layered,
undoped YBCO film is two times higher than that of the conventionally BZO-dope
YBCO film, YB1. This can be explained by the partial change of the growth mech-
anism [96]. The undoped YBCO grows as the island type, but introducingof BZO
inclusions results in a more two dimensional type of growth. This is probably due to
increased mobility of adsorbed atoms, which leads to smoother surfaces [93].
The rms-roughnesses of undoped and BZO-doped GdBCO films were 5–10 nm as
measured from5×5 µm2 areas. These roughnesses are higher than in YBCO films made
from T1-T4 targets (table 1), and undoped YBCO film, Y1, and BZO-dopeYBCO,
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YB1, also they are higher than the values found in literature for GdBCO [87, 97]. The
BZO-doped GdBCO had higher roughnesses than undoped one, and this is in contradic-
tion with the lower roughness of YB1 than Y1 (table 3). However, BZO-doped GdBCO
target was far less dense (4.1 g/cm3, ≈ 60%) in comparison to undoped one (5.5 g/cm3,
≈ 80%), and therefore the density difference, which is discussed above, explains the
contradiction. Nevertheless, the surface morphology of GdBCO based films is slightly
rougher than that of the YBCO films.
The single element multilayered YBCO, M-Y1, shows higher roughness thanthe
single layered pure YBCO, Y1 (see table 3). This can be explained by the incr ased
vertical alignment of particles because of relatively long holding time betweenthe lay-
ers, and therefore the basic units have more time to move to the energetically more
favourable sites [39, 98]. On the contrary, in YBCO/BZO multilayers, M-Y1–M-Y4,
the surface roughness is smaller than in single layered one, and it is in 2–3 nm range,
and in M-Y5 the roughness is 4.7 nm (table 3). The results show that if the YBCO
layer is thin enough, the surface is very smooth and does not depend muchon the BZO
layer thickness. A similar effect has been seen earlier [44,99]. This can be explained by
development of planar and linear defects as well as edge dislocations at the multilayer
interface boundaries [45, 99]. These defects compensates the mismatch of YBCO and
BZO layers and therefore release the strain producing smooth surfaces. In multilayer M-
YB5, the both YBCO and BZO layers are thicker than in the other multilayers andthat
is why they grow in a island mode like structure, which results in surface roughening.
This phenomenon is well described in literature [39,100,101].
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Table 3. The number of pulses of the YBCO layerm and the BZO layern, as well as number of bilayersk in single element and
multilayers ofk x [YBCO(m pulses)/BZO(n pulses)] and structural properties measured by AFM and XRD. [P3]
Sample Y1 YB1 M-Y1 M-YB1 M-YB2 M-YB3 M-YB4 M-YB5
m 2400 2400 2400 100 100 100 50 250
n 0 0 0 20 5 3 2 50
k 1 1 1 20 20 20 40 8
Roughness (nm) 6.5 3.5 7.3 2.5 2.2 2.7 2.6 4.7
YBCO c-axis
Peak 1 (nm) 1.163 1.171 1.165 1.175(48) 1.167(54) 1.166(96) 1.168(99) 1.166(85)
Peak 2 (nm) 1.161(48) 1.162(44) 1.143(2) 1.202(1) 1.165(13)
Peak 3 (nm) 1.200(4) 1.199(2) 1.193(2) 1.205(1)
Peak 4 (nm) 1.223(1)
BZO (110)
FWHM (◦) 1.304 1.443 1.713 1.920 1.705 0.992
Rocking curve
YBCO (005)
FWHM (◦) 0.214 0.247 0.292 0.882 0.357 0.340 0.325 0.630
rc (nm) 19.873 17.243 14.563 4.834 11.936 12.528 13.098 6.759
BZO (002)
FWHM (◦) 0.305 0.567 0.414 0.377 0.379 0.704





























































































The phase purity of the films was checked withθ − 2θ-scans (Bragg–Brentano-scans)
of (00l)-peaks that is the direction perpendicular to the film plane. An example of such
a measurement is shown in figure 5. None of the films except the gold-coatedGdBCO,
Au-GdBCO, showed impurity peaks at any point in the analysis. The freshAu-GdBCO
did not show any impurities either, but some minor impurity phases developed withtime
(figure 5).
3.3.2 a/c-oriented grain fraction
The volume ofa-oriented grains was determined from (102)-peak, which has a clear
separation of thea- andc-orientation inψ-angles as discussed above in the section 2.1.
All the YBCO films in this work had thea-oriented grain volume less than 1%. This is
in accordance with earlier results, where it was suggested thata-oriented grains grow
in the substrate–film interface, because the substrate surface has a lower temp rature
in the beginning of the deposition due to the higher emissivity of a clean substrate in
comparison to an ablated substrate [26, 102]. In multilayers, YBCO grows practically
completelyc-oriented on BZO layers, too. The GdBCO films have higher volume of
a-oriented grains than YBCO films, that is 3–4 %. In comparison to coated condu tor
films, our films had slightly morea-oriented grains [53,54] and less or similar amount in
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comparison to films on single crystal substrates [73,97,103,104]. Of course, some of this
amount is also due to the lower substrate temperature in the beginning of the deposition.
However, the relatively thin GdBCO films have morea-oriented grains than YBCO. The
difference can be qualitatively explained by longerc-axis parameter of GdBCO than
YBCO [69], which resultsc parameter to be closer to triple value of lattice parameter
of STO. This would lead to lower strain of the lattice, and the correctly grown lattice
would not be as much energetically favourable in GdBCO as in YBCO. Furthermor ,
the optimumTs is 50◦C lower for GdBCO than for YBCO, which can also explain the
higher volume.
Thea-oriented phase is stable, it was seen that its volume does not grow with time
in GdBCO within eight months, which was expected.
3.3.3 Twinning and in-plane structure
The twinning and in-plane structure was studied by two dimensional XRD(2θ, φ)-
scans. For all the single layered, undoped YBCO, a typical twinning withφ-split of 0.9◦
was always found (figure 6). Similar structure was found for undopedGdBCO as well.
This kind of four peak system (inset of figure 6) has been seen in YBCOearlier, where
theφ-splitting was attributed to twinning [26, 105, 106], and it occurs in films grown
e.g. on cubic substrates like STO to release the strain produced by orthorhmbic relax-
ation (see section 1.2.1 for more details). Adding BZO-nanoparticles and -norods has
been shown to decrease theφ-split [49] but to increase the FWHM of the peaks, indi-
cating increased stress [25, 26], which points to an influence on a relaxation of strains
caused by the transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic. The BZO-dopingcauses more
severe decrease of theφ-split and also a widening of the (212)-peaks in GdBCO than
in YBCO, therefore a similar, 4 wt%, BZO-doping has more effect on GdBCO. The
situation is partly different in YBCO/BZO-multilayers since thick enough, 20 nmor
more, BZO layers (M-YB1 and M-YB5) result in a completely merged, broadpeak
(figure 6). A similar phenomenon has been seen in YBCO grown on MgO substrate,
where a rather large lattice mismatch causes low-angle grain boundaries andother crys-
talline defects [105,107].
There is no major change in (212)/(122) peak separation and width in any of the
measured samples with time, but in careful two dimensional Gaussian peak fits de-
scribed in more detail for undoped and BZO-doped YBCO [26], a small narrowing of
the peaks is seen in GdBCO with time. This probably originates from the relaxation of
the stresses by oxygen release that is discussed in more detail in section 3.3.5 and .3.6.
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Figure 6. Lineplots inφ-direction over the (122) peaks for all single and multilayer
structures.∆φ is the angle between the maxima of the peaks related to peak splitting
due to twinning. The inset on left upper corner shows the whole (212)/(122) peak set
for sample Y1. [P3]
3.3.4 Texture
The texture of undoped and BZO-doped single layered YBCO and GdBCOthin films
was investigated by scanning the (102) peak overψ andφ, where∆ψ = ∆φ = 3◦ (fig-
ure 7). The results show that undoped and BZO-doped GdBCO are welltextured, simi-
lar to respective YBCO films (not shown). The texture measurement of BZO(110)-peak
(inset of figure 8) shows that BZO has been well textured inside the GdBCO material
and theθ−2θ-scan of that peak (figure 8) indicates that BZO grows perpendicular tothe
film plane. Hence, the BZO grows cube-on-cube inside the GdBCO material.Earlier, it
has been shown in our group for YBCO that textured BZO grows in nanorods [25,108],
and in literature, for GdBCO that BZO grows in nanorods [52, 53, 55]. Thus, the BZO
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(a) (b)
Figure 7. XRD pole figures of the GdBCO (102) peak where distance from the origin is
the tilt angleψ and the polar angle isφ. Undoped GdBCO (a) and BZO-doped GdBCO



















Figure 8. 2θ-scan of BZO doped GdBCO film. (110)-peak at (ψ, φ)=(45◦, 0◦) shows
that dopant grows cube-on-cube in GdBCO. The inset shows the pole figur of the BZO
(110) peak. [P1]
grows most probably as nanorods in our GdBCO thin films, too, even thoughno TEM
data are available for our samples. Also, the magnetisation measurements (seesec-
tion 3.4.3 on page 33) confirm this.
3.3.5 Lattice parameterc
The lattice parameterc was calculated from (005) peak in the case of multilayer films,
Y1, YB1, M-Y1, and M-YB1–M-YB5 (table 3 on page 19) from (004) and (005)-peaks
in case of the films made from targets of different densities F1–F4 (table 2 onpage
























Figure 9. The development of the lattice parameterc with time. [P4]
the Bragg equation
2d sin 2θ = nλ, (8)
whered is the spacing of the planes,θ is the Bragg-angle,n is the order of the reflection
andλ = 1.54178 Å is the wavelength for CuKα. The lattice parameter of films F1–
F4 is 1.168 nm, and it is a little bit higher than for Y1 (1.163 nm), but lower than
for uc-YBCO (1.175 nm), though all these values are close to the lattice parameter of
bulks (1.167 nm) [61]. There are many reasons where these differences may originate.
First is the difference of the methods (one peak vs several peaks) where the calculation
made from several peaks allows an elimination of some error parameters [109, p. 359].
Second is the misalignment of the instrument which is the most important factor if
determining the lattice parameters [109, p. 359], and which is very difficult tokeep
equivalent for such a long period of time in which these measurements were done.
Thirdly, the lattice parameters depend on the oxygen content, growth conditions such as
substrate temperature, substrate material, and total and partial oxygen pressure during
the deposition, and further on the crystal defects [62]. Indeed, theTc (figure 13 on page
31) of Y1 is higher than theTc of F1–F2 (table 2 on page 17) indicating a better oxygen
content [61, 62] which will lead to a shorterc-parameter [62], although the origin of
both might be the difference in structural defects, too. However, becaus the uc- and
Au-YBCO as well as uc- and Au-GdBCO are split from the same original films, the
longerc-parameter of Au-layered films (figure 9) indicates oxygen release or creation of
defects during sputtering; though the change in oxygen content is probably the reason
for this as discussed in the section 3.3.6, and further, there is no significant ch ge
in disorder as seen from (212)/(122) peak widths as mentioned in the section 3.3.3.
The lattice parameterc grows with time in Au-GdBCO, whereas for rest of the films
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it remains constant (figure 9), which can be explained by change of oxygen content or
number of crystal defects, but as in the previous case, the oxygen deficiency is a more
probable explanation.
Where all the single layered films showed only narrow single peaks, the multilayer-
ing (M-YB1–M-YB5) broadened and made the peaks asymmetric, and several separate
peaks could be fitted to a peak complex. Thec-parameters of the fitted Gaussian curves
(with percentage shown in parenthesis) are given in table 3 on page 19. The colum-
nar defects, or nanorods, lengthen thec-parameter, which can be related to the ordered
structure of the strain and dislocation observed previously [25, 49]. Inthe multilayers
where the thickness of the BZO layers is rather large in comparison to the YBCO lay-
ers (M-YB1 and M-YB2), a clear additional peak is seen. This peak hass ifted to a
lower angle, which indicates a phase with a longerc-parameter. Thec-parameter re-
duces as the BZO layer thickness decreases, and this can be attributed to thlowered
stress in BZO–YBCO boundaries of thinner BZO-layers. In M-YB5, the YBCO layer
is relatively thick, and the two lattice parameters are close to the theoretical one.
3.3.6 Peak intensity ratios for oxygen content determination
As stated above, the length of lattice parameterc does not directly indicate the oxygen
content of a thin film. However, Yet al. in [62] discovered that the the intensity ratios
of (00l)-peaks depend only weekly on the factors disturbing thec-parameter discussed
above. Therefore, the intensity ratios can be used for an absolute oxygn content esti-
mation for YBCO. The intensity ratio of (005) and (004) should be well below20 and
theI(005)/I(007) above 5.5 in order to have oxygen deficiencyδ < 0.1 in YBCO [62].
However, cation substitution will reduceI(005)/I(004) intensity [110,111], so the ra-
tio should be also above 12.5 to have cation substitution less than 2 %. The firstrule
is fulfilled for all the YBCO films (< 16 for multilayer films, see also table 2, p. 17
and figures 10 and 11). The F1–F4 films do not fit in the second boundary, the efore a
slight cation substitution may have occurred in all these four films. The possible cation
substitution should not have an effect on the magnetisation results, since theratio is al-
most the same for all these four films (table 2, p. 17). The lowI(005)/I(004)-ratio of
the multilayer films indicate that the variation of thec-parameters does not result from
the reduced oxygen content but the stress in BZO–YBCO interfaces as di cussed in the
previous section.
The oxygen content does not seem to change in YBCO samples with time, but in

















































Figure 10. The XRDθ − 2θ scans of (004) and (005) peaks of the films F1-F4. The
intensities of the (005) peaks are scaled to 1 and the intensities of the (004) peaks are






































Figure 11. The time dependence of (a)I(005)/I(004)-ratio and (b)I(005)/I(007)-
ratio. [P4]
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Table 4. The lattice parameters andI(005)/I(00l) intensity ratios for YBCO and
GdBCO. The (Y⇔Gd) indicates the substitution of Y with Gd for calculations, and
(Gd⇔Y) respective substitution for Gd.
YBCO GdBCO (Y⇔Gd)BCO (Gd⇔Y)BCO
a (Å) 3.8599 3.85118 3.85118 3.8599
b (Å) 3.9003 3.88642 3.88642 3.9003
c (Å) 11.67535 11.64215 11.64215 11.67535
I(005)/I(004) 17.5 23.9 31.3 10.4
I(005)/I(007) 5.85 2.96 2.87 5.9
ments for initial and one month old sample, but no further significant change later
(figure 11). Also, a similar behaviour can be seen in Au-GdBCO. The steep initial re-
duction ofI(005)/I(007)-ratio (from above 5.5 to below 3) would indicate a change
of δ ≈ 1 which would mean that the sample has become non-superconducting within
one month, but that is not seen inTc measurements (figure 14, p. 34). Therefore, it is
clear that the intensity ratios calculated for YBCO do not hold for GdBCO. That is why
we have theoretically estimated theI(005)/I(004) andI(005)/I(007) intensity ratios
for YBCO and GdBCO powders with FULLPROF x-ray diffraction pattern fitting pro-
gram [112]. The used lattice parameters were good fits for respective powder patterns
and they are presented in table 4. The simulations gaveI(005)/I(004) = 23.9, and
I(005)/I(007) = 2.96 for GdBCO, and for YBCO 17.5 and 5.85, respectively (table 4).
To estimate further the effect of Gd on the ratios, we swapped the rare-earth cations (Gd
⇔ Y). The GdBCO lattice gaveI(005)/I(004) = 10.4, andI(005)/I(007) = 5.9
with Y, and the YBCO lattice with Gd 31.3 and 2.87, respectively (table 4). The low r
I(005)/I(004)-ratios of GdBCO lattice in comparison to the YBCO lattice may origi-
nate from the Gd–Ba-substitution [110,111]. These results indicate thatI(005)/I(004)
should be near 30, andI(005)/I(007) above 2.9 for highly oxygenised and minimally
cation substituted GdBCO. All the GdBCO films in this work seem to have a good oxy-
gen content and some cation substitution. For BZO-doped samples theI(005)/I(004)-
ratio is usually smaller for YBCO and higher for GdBCO andI(005)/I(007)-ratio
is smaller for both in comparison to the undoped material. This indicates that BZO-
doping has an effect on the ratios, since the results for BZO-doped material contradict
each other, and nothing certain can be stated with the available data. The calculation
of the realI(005)/I(00l)-ratios vsδ is not possible with the current data, since the



























Figure 12. Broadening of the YBCO (005) rocking curve in different film structures.
FWHM values of these curves are also listed in table 3 on the page 19. [P3]
oxygen content, which is necessarily needed because the peak intensitiesare r ult of
interference, and therefore they are very sensitive to even minor variation of c.
Furthermore, the Au sputtering seems to have an effect on oxygen content as well,
since thec-parameter is larger (figure 9), theI(005)/I(004) higher, andI(005)/I(007)
lower for Au-coated samples in comparison to uncoated ones (figure 11),all indicating
a reduced oxygen content in the Au-coated samples.
3.3.7 Line-widths
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) values are typically 0.32◦ for pristine YBCO
and GdBCO (see for example table 2, p. 17 and figure 10) and slightly widerfor the
BZO-doped films, 0.36◦ or more. These are only slightly wider than the instrumental
width, indicating a very smallc-lattice parameter variation.
In YBCO/BZO multilayers, the YBCO (005) peak gets narrower as the thickness
of the BZO layer decreases (table 3 p. 19). Also, the BZO (110) peak becom s broader
as the BZO layer thickness reduces, and an extra broadening of BZO (110) peaks is
observed when the BZO layers is few nanometres thick. This indicates a distortion in
the cubic BZO lattice. Separation of size broadening from the strain broadening is not
possible in practice.
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Table 5. The rocking curve full width at half maximum values, initial critical current
densities,Jc, and initial critical temperatures of uncoated-YBCO (uc-YBCO), gold-
coated YBCO (Au-YBCO), uncoated GdBCO (uc-GdBCO) and gold-coated GdBCO
(Au-GdBCO) thin films. [P4]
uc-YBCO Au-YBCO uc-GdBCO Au-GdBCO
Rocking curve (005) width (◦) 0.25 0.25 0.20 0.20
Initial Jc at 10 K (MA/cm2) 31.1 15.1 26.0 18.1
Initial Jc at 77 K (MA/cm2) 2.16 0.85 3.15 1.83
Initial Tc (K) 89.0 89.0 91.5 91.5
3.3.8 Rocking curves
The out-of-plane structure has been studied by XRD rocking curves (ω-scan in fig-
ure 12). The FWHM of the (005)-peaks are usually 0.21◦–0.26◦ (table 3, p. 19 and ta-
ble 2, p. 17) for undoped YBCO and 0.19◦–0.20◦ (table 5, p. 29) for undoped GdBCO.
This indicates that GdBCO has a similar or better out-of-plane structure.
From the rocking curve values, a quantitative analysis can be made by calculating







whered is the lattice parameterc, l is the order of the Bragg reflection in question and
∆ω is the FWHM of the rocking curve. All the single layered YBCO films (table 2,
p. 17 and table 2, p. 17) haverc higher than the threshold value of 10 nm for a good
film [113]. Because in GdBCO,d andl are similar to all the YBCO and films and∆ω
is lower, we can conclude that therc of GdBCO films (table 5) is above that threshold
value, too, and therefore the quality of all the pristine films is good in this work.
The∆ω of YBCO (005) slightly increases andrc decreases when YBCO is BZO
doped (table 2, p. 17), but because therc is more than 10 nm, the ordering, and therefore
the film quality, is high. The∆ω of multilayers with thick BZO layer is broad, which is
usually connected to a strong mosaic spread [114]. Also, as stated above, the (005) peak
broadens as the BZO layer becomes thicker. This agrees well with earlier results where
the out-of-plane alignment enhances as the number of layers increases [45, 115]. The
broadening of∆ω or the shortening ofrc is small with increasing thickness of the thin
BZO layers, but with thick BZO layers, the∆ω widens andrc shortens significantly,
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which usually results in wider resistive transition widths and reducedJc’s [113, 116].
As it can be seen in table 3 on page 19 the decreasing trend of therc of YBCO correlate
well with trend ofrc in BZO with reducing BZO layer thickness, therefore the thin BZO



















Sample Tc (K) ∆Tc (K)
91.4         2.8
89.6         2.9
90.6         2.1
88.0         2.8
89.3         2.3
88.8         2.4
89.0         3.6









Figure 13. Normalised ac-magnetisation as a function of temperature for undped and
BZO-doped YBCO layers and YBCO/BZO multilayers. The inset table shows the onset




3.4.1 Optimisation of GdBCO thin film growth with PLD
All the undoped GdBCO films fabricated atTs= 625–765◦C hadTc higher than 90
K, and theJc values were higher than 10 MA/cm2 at 10 K and zero field, and higher
than 1 MA/cm2 at 10 K and 3 T. Hence, the deposition temperature is not as crucial for
GdBCO as it is for YBCO, where belowTs = 700◦C theTc decreases abruptly [87].
The optimisation of the GdBCO was done in order to achieve highestJc a 10 K. The
optimum temperature was 700◦C, which is lower than for YBCO for which it is 745◦C.
The optimum energy density of the laser pulse depended on the target proprties: the
softer BZO-doped GdBCO target had a lower optimal energy density than the hard
target of undoped GdBCO. This is reasonable, because the grains in a soft t rget are
more easily detached than in a hard one.
3.4.2 Critical temperature, Tc
The Tc was determined from the onset value of the real part of the transition in the
ac-magnetisation measurements at 0 T and as an onset in the resistivity measurements
(figure 22 on page 45). The typicalTc of undoped YBCO determined by magnetization
method is 88–91 K and is slightly higher, 90–92 K for undoped GdBCO. The literature
indicates a higherTc for GdBCO, too [73, 74]. The variation ofTc probably originates
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from different oxygen contents of the films [62] or structural defects [110,111]. The typ-
ical Tc of 4wt% BZO doped YBCO and GdBCO is 90 K, and 87 K, respectively. It has
been seen that the BZO-doping decreases theTc in YBCO [49], which is in agreement
with these results (see also figure 13). The transition width is definied as the temp rature
difference of 90% and 10 % values of the complete transition,∆Tc = T 90%c − T
10%
c .
∆Tc is typically 1.7–2.8 K for undoped YBCO and 1.8–4.8 K for undoped GdBCO.
As theTc, the transition widths depend on the oxygen content and the structural de-
fects [110, 111]. The BZO-doping also widens the transitions, the widths for 4 wt%
BZO-doped YBCO and GdBCO are: 2.7–2.9 K and 4.1–7.1 K, respectively.
The resistivity measurements are in line with the inductive measurements, only the
onsetTc’s are slightly higher, 92.2 K for undoped YBCO, 93.0 K for undoped GdBCO,
92.2 K for 4 wt% BZO-doped YBCO, and 93.2 K for 4 wt% BZO-doped GdBCO. Sim-
ilarly, the transition widths are narrower, 0.65 K, 1.3 K, 1.7 K, and 3.3 K for undoped
YBCO and GdBCO, and BZO-doped YBCO and GdBCO, respectively. This can be
explained by the current percolation, which means that the current findsthe best path
across the film which consists of the material with the best superconducting properties.
In the multilayers, theTc reduces with the increasing BZO content, which can be
related to the ratio of the YBCO and BZO layer thicknesses. This is also seen earlier:
a decrease ofTc occurs in Y211/Y123 [117] and YBCO/CeO2 multilayers [35], and a
similar decrease with the increasing Y2O3 layer thickness [32,34], also in Ti, Zr, and Hf
transition metals [41], and YSZ quasi-multilayers [118]. The transition width remains
almost the same as the BZO layer thickness increases for thin BZO layers, but as the
BZO-layers become thick, the transition widens dramatically for samples M-YB4and
M-YB5. The low temperature tail of the transition of the films with thick BZO-layers,
particularly of M-YB5, indicates a reduction of the superconducting prope ties of a
fraction of YBCO layers.
The explanation forTc variation depends on the doping systems. For example, the
transition metals form additions into the CuO planes [41], and the YSZ partially dam-
ages the YBCO due to the chemical reaction to form BZO [118], but adding Y2O3
reducesTc because of the lattice mismatch, which might result in a charge transfer from
the conducting CuO-planes to the Cu–O chains [34]. However, the BZO and YBCO
phases are in balance in our multilayers, and no impurity phases were detectewith
XRD, therefore the most probable mechanism is the strain effect at the interfaces [44].
This also agrees well with the XRD results where different lattice parametersw re
found (table 3, p.19), which indicates strain. In case of M-YB5, the stresof YBCO
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layers deposited on thick BZO layers can be estimated by using elasticity theoryand
approximating the tensile stress,σ [119]:




whereE is the Young’s modulus of the layer at room temperature,α’s are the thermal
expansion coefficient of the layers,∆T is the temperature variation,∆l is the lattice
mismatch andd is the thickness of each layer. The following values are inserted to
equation (10):E = 210 GPa for pure YBCO on STO [120],αYBCO ≈ 13.4 × 10−6
K−1 [121],αBZO ≈ 7.13× 10−6 K−1 [122],∆l ≈ 0.35 nm between YBCO and BZO,
dYBCO ≈ 25 nm, the change between deposition and room temperature,∆T ≈ 700
K. These values estimated the stress,σ as1.3 MPa. Such a high stress can distort the
CuO-planes and widen the transition (figure 13) [44, 123]. For other multilayers, the
situation is more complicated since the BZO layers are very thin. In their case thelattic
mismatch and thermal expansion cannot be calculated from YBCO and BZO differences
because the interfaces may not be continuous and well formed.
The change of the real part of ac-magnetisation with time is presented in figure14
for undoped YBCO and GdBCO as well as for Au-coated YBCO and GdBCO. The
decrease ofTc and widening of the transition can be seen in Au-coated GdBCO. They
both originate from oxygen deficiency, which was shown in the sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6.
Its effect is clear, since theTc decreases from initial 91.5 K to 66.5 K in five months.
Also, the transition width widens from∆Tc = 3.3 K to 14.6 K in five months. This is
in accordance with [62], where it has been seen for YBCO that the transition broadens
as the oxygen content decreases. Also the transition widths of Au-coatedYBCO and
GdBCO broadens in comparison to uncoated ones. This suggests that a phase with lower
Tc has evolved on the top of the film. Therefore, sputtering seems to have an effect on
the oxygen content as well, as it can be seen in the increasedc-parameter lengths (see
section 3.3.5 and figure 9), increasedI(005)/I(004)-ratio and reducedI(005)/I(007)-
ratio (see section 3.3.6 and figure 11, p. 26). According to theTc-measurements, there
seems to be no or very minor oxygen release in the uc-GdBCO and both YBCOsamples
(figure 14).
3.4.3 Critical current density, Jc
All the critical current densities,Jc’s, were calculated from inductive data with Bean
model described in the section 2.2.2. TheJc’s of the YBCO films, F1–F4, ablated from












































































Figure 14. The real part of ac-magnetisationM ′ and its time dependence in uc-YBCO
(a), Au-YBCO (b), uc-GdBCO (c) and Au-GdBCO (d). [P4]
at 10 K and zero field are presented in table 2 on page 17. TheJc as a similar behaviour
in the whole measured temperature region, 10–80 K. It can be seen that thescatt ring
of theJc’s at low fields disappears completely at high fields, and all the films have the
same dependence at high magnetic fields. This means that the nature and distribution of
the pinning sites are probably the same in all the films.
There is also no change in the form of theJc curves, which is the low field plateau
and curve shape at high fields, for all the undoped and uncoated or Au-coated YBCO
and GdBCO with time (figure 16). Hence, this confirms that the pinning structure has
not changed, which is in accordance to the XRD measurements of (212)/(122)-peak
that did not show any major changes with time. Therefore, the reduction ofJc with
time in uc-YBCO, uc-GdBCO, and Au-GdBCO (figure 16(b), (c), and (d)), is also due
to the oxygen release as it has been discussed in previous sections. A reduction ofJc
is seen in uc-GdBCO for the first two initial months, but the decrease saturates in the
subsequent months (figure 16 (c)). There is some minor variation ofJc in the last three





















Figure 15. The magnetic field dependence ofJc or samples F1–F4 at 10 K and 70 K.
[P2]
(a)); however, the abrupt decrease of theJc between measurements done for the two
and three months old sample, is probably due to a split or scratch that appeared on
the surface of the film on that time. The small variation might originate from some
interaction with air. In Au-GdBCO the reduction is fast: from 18.1 MA/cm2 to 1.01
MA/cm2 in five months (figure 16 (d)). The sputtering also has an effect on theJc in
both materials (figure 16 and table 5), p. 29).
In paper [P1] the Jc(10 K, 0 T) of the undoped GdBCO is higher than in YBCO
which was ablated for the same work to compare the results of GdBCO with YBCO.
As it can be seen in figure 17 (a), undoped GdBCO has a betterJc han YBCO below 1
T and at 10 K, similarly at higher temperatures (see figure 17 (b)). TheJc(10K, 0T) of
undoped YBCO agree well within paper [P1] and [P4] but the value is lower in paper
[P4] than in paper [P1] for undoped GdBCO (table 6). To ease theJc comparison in
paper [P1], theJc(77 K, 0 T) was estimated with an equation
Jc ∝ exp(−T/T0), (11)
whereT0 is the fitting parameter, and it estimated2 MA/cm2 for both the undoped
material (table 6). In paper [P4], theJc(77 K, 0 T) for YBCO was similar to the value
in [P1], but higher for GdBCO (table 6). So, theJc’s of YBCO agree well between


















































































T = 10 K
Figure 16. TheJc measurements of the fresh and the aged uc-YBCO (a), Au-YBCO
(b), uc-GdBCO (c) and Au-GdBCO (d) thin films. [P4]
Table 6. TheJc(0 T) values at 10 K and 77 K for various YBCO and GdBCO films.
YBCO GdBCO Paper
Jc(10 K, 0 T) (MA/cm2) 31.1 26.0 [P4]
Jc(77 K, 0 T) (MA/cm2) 2.16 3.15 [P4]
Tc (K) 89.0 91.5 [P4]
Jc(10 K, 0 T) (MA/cm2) 30 33 [P1]
Jc(77 K, 0 T) (MA/cm2) ≈ 2 ≈ 2 [P1]
Tc (K) 90 91 [P1]
YBCO+4wt% BZO GdBCO+4wt% BZO
Jc(10 K, 0 T) (MA/cm2) 13 49 [P1]
Jc(77 K, 0 T) (MA/cm2) ≈ 2 ≈ 0.2 [P1]
















T = 10 K
























































Figure 17. Field dependence of normalisedJc at 10 K (a) and 80 K (b) for optimised
undoped and doped GdBCO and YBCO films; for undoped ones: hollow boxes and
bullets, respectively and for doped ones: filled boxes and bullets, respectively. The insets
show the absoluteJc(B) values. [P1]
contradiction might originate from highTc of the GdBCO film made for paper [P4]
(table 6): it was≈ 92 K whereas theTc of undoped GdBCO was≈ 91 K. This suggests
that undoped GdBCO grown for paper [P1] contains more defects or stronger pinning
sites giving higherJc at low temperature, but these defects reduce theTc and therefore
theJc is decreased at high temperatures [124].
The best BZO-doped GdBCO film hadJc(10 K, 0 T)= 13 MA/cm2. This value
was lower than the extraordinary highJc(10 K, 0 T) = 49 MA/cm2 in BZO-doped
YBCO fabricated for comparison (figure 17 (a) and table 6). Since the pinning proper-
ties are similar at high magnetic fields but there is some variation inJc(0 T) for the set
of films made from the targets of different densities (see the text above andfigure 15), it
is concluded that theJc(0 T) depends on the quality of the superconducting properties
(such as carrier density etc.) of the material, not the pinning properties. Threfore, the
normalisedJc’s are used to ease the comparison of the pinning properties in figure 17.
The interpolation with equation (11) at 77 K estimated0.2 MA/cm2 and2 MA/cm2
for BZO-doped GdBCO and YBCO, respectively (table 6). The latter agrees well with
recent value found in literature for BZO-doped YBCO [43]. The lowJc of BZO-doped
GdBCO is result of the lowTc (table 6). The BZO doping enhances theJc field de-
pendence at high fields and low temperatures, and hence this strengthensthe hypothesis
that BZO grows as nanorods in GdBCO as in YBCO. Furthermore, the 4 wt% BZO-
doping is more effective in GdBCO than in YBCO (figure 17) at fields highert an 0.8
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T. At high temperatures the BZO-doping does not improve the pinning, and itmay even
worsen the properties of the GdBCO by lowering theTc. This result is in agreement with
recent results, where 4 wt% BZO-doping was observed to be most effecive in YBCO
at low temperatures [49,51].
The fact that BZO-doping is effective at low temperatures, also holds withBZO
multilayering, as it can be seen in figure 18. To ease the discerning of the differences
between the films, the black contour lines represent constantJc values of 10, 5, 2, and
0.5 × 1010 A/cm2. The YB1 and M-YB4 have the bestJc values in the whole temper-
ature range. However, the undoped YBCO is the best material at high temperatures and
in the low magnetic field range. The thick BZO-layers, M-YB1 and M-YB5, suppress
the superconducting properties and pinning force, which is seen as a reduction of the
Jc at all the measured fields and temperatures (figure 18) [44]. This is in accordance
with the structural measurements (section 3.2 and table 3, p. 19) where smoother sur-
face produces higherJc, and therefore it can be concluded that the surface pinning does
not play an important role in pinning of multilayers [125,126]. Further, the results show
that the variation in thec-parameter lowers theJc especially in the samples of thick
BZO-layers, M-YB1 and M-YB5, and thus the stress formed between the layers does
not induce defects that are strong pinning sites. Also, a correlation betweenJc and lat-
tice coherence,rc, is found, and therefore the thickness of a single layer is important
if thicker multilayer films are desired. Thus, a optimisation of the multilayer structure
must be done for finding an optimal pinning structure simultaneously at the temperature
and magnetic field needed for the particular application.
In order to compare the shapes of theJc(B) curves at different temperatures, a
double logarithmic line fitting was made with power law equation (4) on page 3. The
lower limit of the fit is the accommodation field which is defined from equation (3) on
page 3, see section 1.1.2 for more details. The upper limit is the crossover ofstrong
pinning and flux creep, which is seen as a change of the slope in the linear fit in the
double logarithmic plot (figures 17(a) and 21(a)). The change in the datasp cing and
the small step inJc(B) at 1 T in figure 17 is due to the change in the magnetic field
scanning rate, and it has no effect on the fittedα values.
TheB∗(T )-curves have a negative curvature (figures 19, 20(a), and 21(a)), which is
also seen in literature, ref. [127]. Also, theB∗’s can be described with an exponential
law:
B∗(T ) = B∗0e
(−T/T0), (12)


















































































































































































































Figure 18. Temperature and magnetic dependences ofjc f r different multilayer struc-
tures in logarithmic colour scale. The lines of constantjc (from left to right of 1, 0.5, 0.2
and 0.05×1011 A/m2) are shown as black contour lines. For M-YB5 only two lowest
























































Figure 20. Temperature dependence ofB∗ (a), temperature dependence of the exponent
α (b) for undoped and BZO-doped YBCO and GdBCO films in [P1].
ing temperature [127, 128]. The fit parametersB∗0 andT0 are listed in table 7 for mul-
tilayered films. It should be noted that the direct comparison of theB∗’s in table 2 on
page 17 and table 7 and figures 19, and 20(a) should not be done, because firstly, the
magnetic field scanning rate and data point spacing are not the same for figure 20(a) as
for rest of the presented data, and secondly, because the data in table 7are xtrapolated
to 0 K. However, theB∗ values of all the measurements can be related by values of











































Figure 21. Temperature dependence of the accommodation fieldB∗ for different multi-
layer structures (a), where the lines are fits to equation (12). (b) Temperatur dependence
of the exponentα, when the field dependence ofJc is fitted to the equation (4) on page
3. [P3]
Table 7. Values of accommodation field at 0 KB∗0 and characteristic temperatureT0
calculated from the fits to equation (12) for different multilayer structures.[P3]
Sample Y1 YB1 M-Y1 M-YB1 M-YB2 M-YB3 M-YB4 M-YB5
B∗0(mT) 117 296 89 222 167 147 298 77
T0(K) 29 21 30 30 24 23 21 38
almost the same properties even though the different methods result in slightlydifferent
values.
By comparing theB∗ and other values in table 2 on page 17, it can be seen thatB∗
correlates negatively toJc(0 T), but positively to the structural values which represents
lattice faults (FWHM of (005),∆ω, rc, I(005)/I(004), and even thickness), but there
is no correlation to theTc and the target density. This confirms that the enhancement
of superconducting properties of the films made from nanograined targetsin compar-
ison micronsized targets [25, 51] is due to the smaller grainsize. Therefore, the lattice
defects formed during the PLD ablation widen the XRD peaks and increase the number
of pinning sites which is seen as higherB∗ values. The increased number of defects
reduceJc [11]. However, it is worth noting that the films F1–F4 have similarJc field
dependence, and thus the small variation ofJc(0 T) does not affect the applicability
of the films. In addition, if one wants to enhance the field properties at high fields, one
should change the pinning structure radically, e.g. by adding BZO nanorods, s me other
perovskites or apply multilayering.
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The BZO-doping and multilayering indeed enhance the low field properties ofthe
REBCO films, as it can be seen in figure 20(a) and 21(a) and table 7, where BZO
nanorods improve theB∗ (andB∗0) of YBCO and GdBCO, as well as thin alternating
BZO and YBCO multilayers, M-YB4. In addition,B∗0 is smaller in samples which do
not contain BZO-doping and in those where the BZO layers are extremely thick. Also,
theB∗0 of Y1 is higher than of M-Y1, where a relaxation occurs in each layer. The
results above agree with results where the increasedB∗ is associated with the high den-
sity of correlated defects [11,17,129]. The higherT0 values indicate gentler temperature
dependence of the pinning properties, which occurs in the thick YBCO layers without
disturbing dopant layers. TheB∗ values in figure 20(a) are lower than the others pre-
sented in this work, since the scanning rate and data spacing were higher at low fields in
magnetisation measurements, which results in underestimation ofB∗. In GdBCO, the
B∗ is similar to the value in YBCO. The BZO-doping enhances theB∗ as it does in
YBCO, thus it confirms that BZO grows as nanorods in our GdBCO as it is seen for
YBCO grown from nanograined targets [25]. Furthermore, because the increase ofB∗
in BZO-doped GdBCO is steeper than in the respective YBCO film at low temperatur s,
and because as stated above, theJc nhancement is more effective at 10 K (figure 17),
the BZO-doping is more effective in GdBCO than in YBCO.
The power law (4) exponents,α’s, are presented in figures 20 and 21. Theα-values
of the films F1–F4 are≈ −0.5. Their similar values indicate that the target density
has no effect on the pinning structure, which was expected. Also, the valu of−0.5 is
typical to the undoped YBCO films [49] where the pinning structure consists of twin
plains and dislocations [8]. Furthermore, although theα(T ) is usually temperature in-
dependent, but the films with high number of dislocations have a decreasing curvature
with increasing temperature [9–11]. According to the figure 21(b) the multilayers can
be categorised into three different groups of slightly different pinning mechanisms. The
structure of the thin BZO and YBCO layers, the M-YB4 film, is the only one which
induces similar pinning structure toc-axis correlated BZO-nanorods in YB1. In litera-
ture, it has been shown that the BZO nanorods have double volume in comparison to
the density of the BZO grains, which means that the half of a nanorod volume con-
sists of distorted YBCO, but the BZO particles still align inc-direction [59]. Therefore,
the similarα-values with BZO-doped YBCO indicates that the dense BZO network is
not only aligned horizontally but as well inc-direction of YBCO. A similarα values,
−0.2–−0.3, is also found in BZO-doped YBCO and GdBCO in figure 20. These val-
ues agree with those found in literature [33,48,49]. This strengthens thehypothesis that
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BZO grows as nanorods in GdBCO. In the multilayered films with relatively thick BZO-
layers, M-YB1 and M-YB5, theα has a decreasing trend with increasing temperature
whereas theα is temperature independent for rest of the films.
All these results show that there are several crossovers of pinning inc-axis direction,
and it varies from strong individual pinning to weak collective pinning with temp ra-
ture and magnetic field strength. Therefore, if the highest possibleJc is needed at low
temperatures and high magnetic fields, the BZO-doping should be applied to YBCO or
GdBCO, the latter being slightly more tempting, or multilayering with thin alternating
BZO and YBCO layers, which is the only multilayer structure comparable to BZO-
doping. On the other hand, as it seems that the thin alternating BZO/YBCO multilayers
produce smoother film surface, and this structure may allow a higher overall thickness
of the films without decrease of critical current density, allowing higher critical currents
for thick films. However, the GdBCO is also favourable for the thick film growth, and it
might be more desirable because of the simpler growth procedure.
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3.5 Resistivity of undoped and BZO-doped YBCO and GdBCO
3.5.1 Resistivity measurements in the temperature activated flux-flow (TAFF)
regime
The resistive transition curves,ρ(T ), in bothB ‖ c- andB ⊥ c-direction are presented
in figure 22. The normal state resistivities are similar to those found in literaturefor
the undoped GdBCO [130] and YBCO thin films on STO [131]. The transition were
narrower inB ⊥ c thanB ‖ c geometry because of the intrinsic pinning of the CuO
planes. In addition, the transition is narrower for the undoped samples in comparison to
the doped ones.
All the measured data in the TAFF regime could be described with (6) (derive
on page 4). The obtainedU0’s are presented in figure 23. The higherU0 indicates a
higher pinning, and it is higher for undoped YBCO than for undoped GdBCO in both
the directions,B ‖ c andB ⊥ c. The BZO-doping decreasesU0 in both materials in
the whole magnetic field range inB ⊥ c direction. The both mentioned lowering of the
pinning potential can be attributed to distortedab-planes. In theB ‖ c direction, the 4
wt% BZO-doping increasesU0 in 1–8 T magnetic field range in YBCO, and the similar
doping has an increase ofU0 only above 3 T in GdBCO (figure 23(a)). On the other
hand, from the tendency of the curves one can estimate that the BZO-doped GdBCO
has the highestU0 above 8 T. However, theU0 is lower for BZO-doped GdBCO than
for the rest of the films in the low field region. Therefore, BZO seems to destroy ome
strong pinning sites or lower their pinning potential; these pinning sites may be such a
twin boundaries [5] and dislocations [132].
The irreversibility field,Birr, is the field below which the vortices are trapped to
pinning sites so that the thermal fluctuations are not able to depin them. In this work, the
Birr is defined from10−3 value of the normal resistivity just above the transition,ρN =
ρ(94 K, self field), and it is shown in figure 24. TheBirr of undoped GdBCO does not
exceed the values of YBCO in either of the directions. Also in theB ⊥ c direction,
the decrease ofBirr is gentler at high temperatures in undoped and BZO-doped GdBCO
than in low temperatures, which is not seen in the YBCO films. These phenomenacan be
related to the more distortedab-planes in GdBCO than in YBCO, which is discussed in
more detail in the section 3.5.3. The decrease ofBirr in the BZO-doped samples can be
related to the decrease ofTc by ’poisoning’ of the superconducting properties with the
BZO-doping [49, 133, 134]. InB ‖ c, at 3 T and below, theBirr is higher for undoped
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Figure 22. The resistivity curves for YBCO (a) and (b), GdBCO (c) and (d),
YBCO+4wt%BZO (e) and (f), as well as GdBCO+4wt%BZO (g) and (h). The external
magnetic fieldB was perpendicular to thec-axis on the left hand side and along the
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Figure 23. The pinning potential,U0, as a function of applied field along thec-axis (a)
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Figure 24. The irreversibility field,Birr, as a function of temperature inB ‖ c (a), and
in B ⊥ c (b). The lines are fits to the power law ofBirr given in the text. [P5]
other hand, the BZO-doping becomes effective above 3 T. In addition, the BZO-doping
seems to be more effective onBirr in GdBCO, since at high temperatures BZO-doped
GdBCO has the lowestBirr, but below 81.5 K it is opposite. TheBirr of BZO-doped
YBCO does not exceed theBirr of undoped YBCO at any point, and the reason for
this is the superconducting properties (narrow transition, highBirr, andU0), which are
better than in an earlier measured undoped YBCO sample in our group [16].A power
law [7,135]:
Birr ∝ [1− (T/Tc0)]
β , (13)
whereβ is the free parameter andTc0 is taken as the temperature, whereBirr = self field,
because atTc theBirr is zero, could be fitted to all the data [5]. The fitting parameters
are listed in table 8. The vortex lattice melting theory predictsβ = 2, but usually it
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Table 8. The fitting parameters for power law,Birr ∝ [1− (T/Tc0)]β , fits.[P5]
Sample Tc0(self field) (K) β(B ‖ c) β(B ⊥ c)
YBCO 90.8 1.50 1.35
GdBCO 90.6 1.27 1.34
YBCO+4wt%BZO 89.3 1.23 1.38
GdBCO+4wt%BZO 87.0 2.18 1.39
varies between 1.35 and 1.45 [5]. Theβ in our undoped GdBCO in theB ‖ c direction
is smaller than 1.28 that is reported in reference [7], but theBirr(77 K) = 7 T of our
sample is higher thanBirr = 4 T of their sample; however, they probably have a different
criterion forBirr, therefore theBirr values cannot be directly compared. In theB ⊥ c
direction,β of YBCO is higher thanβ of GdBCO. The latter is the same as in [7], and the
Birr we determined is again higher than theirs. Because lowβ indicates higher isotropy,
which results in higherBirr [136], low β is desired [137]. Hence, GdBCO is more
isotropic than YBCO. Theβ is decreased in YBCO but increased in GdBCO by BZO-
doping. At first, this would be in contradiction with the above, since undopedYBCO
and particularly the BZO-doped GdBCO haveBirr = 8 T at the highest temperature in
B ‖ c, but they both have the highestβ’s in B ‖ c-direction. However, the contradiction
may have arisen from the different upper critical fields,Bc2’s, the samples may have,
sinceBirr is proportional toBc2 [5]. Furthermore, the too highβ of BZO-doped GdBCO
may be also due to equation (22) not describing the high temperature data perfectly. In
theB ⊥ c direction, theβ values of undoped GdBCO and YBCO are close to each
other. Theβ’s are almost the same between the doped samples, too, but theirβ’s a e
slightly higher thanβ’s of undoped YBCO and GdBCO.
3.5.2 Resistivity vs. magnetic field rotation angle,ρ(Θ)
The normalised resistivity as a function of magnetic field angle,ρ(Θ)/ρN, whereρN =
ρ(94 K, self field), for undoped YBCO and GdBCO as well as BZO-doped YBCO
and GdBCO are shown in figure 25. The curves were chosen so that thenormalised
resistivities are close to each other in undoped GdBCO and YBCO as well asin the
BZO-doped ones. Since the resistivity of the samples depend on temperature, the mea-
surement temperatures are also indicated. Thec-axis peak (at 90◦) is clearly wider for






































Figure 25. The resistivity versus magnetic field angle of undoped YBCO and GdBCO
(a) and BZO-doped YBCO and GdBCO (b), where 0◦ corresponds toB ⊥ c or to
B ‖ ab-plane and 90◦ B ‖ c. The applied magnetic flux density was 1 T. Since the
resistivity depends on the temperature, the curves were chosen so that the normalised
resistivity would be close to each other in undoped YBCO and GdBCO, similarlyin the
case of the doped samples. The measurement temperature of the individualcurves are
shown. [P5]
That and a dip at 90◦ in undoped GdBCO, are perhaps a result of the resistivity exceed-
ing the threshold value, which is seen in some YBCO samples [131]. The BZO-doping
widens thec-axis peak, and increases isotropy (figure 25(b)). These results except for
the BZO-doped GdBCO sample agree with theβ values discussed in the previous sec-
tion. Furthermore, there is an agreement with the previousJc measurements at 1 T and
77 K [52–55], which show that the undoped GdBCO is more isotropic than YBCO
and that BZO-doping increases isotropy, although the hugec-axis peak observed inJc
measurements [8,12,52–55] is not seen in ourρ(Θ) measurements. It is due to temper-
atures higher than irreversibility temperature,Tirr, where the vortex lattice melts [138].
The increased isotropy in GdBCO compared to YBCO has been attributed to theextra
stacking faults in GdBCO [52], and increased isotropy in the BZO-doped materials has
been related to thec-axis correlated defects [52,53,55].
3.5.3 Discussion
As already mentioned, the higher pinning potential,U0, and irreversibility field,Birr, in
undoped YBCO compared to undoped GdBCO and further, undoped materials in com-
parison to doped ones, are explained by more intactab-planes. In the former case, the
ab-planes of GdBCO are distorted probably due to the extra stacking faults which result
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in edge dislocations or wavyab-planes [21,55,74]. In the latter case, the BZO nanorods
create dislocations in their vicinity [25], which probably results in wavyb-planes, too.
The wavyab-planes have a lower pinning, because theab-planes have the pinning at
strongest when the magnetic field is exactly parallel to them, and therefore some parts
of the wavyab-planes are not at such an optimum position. In non-parallelb-plane the
vortex tends to align to the magnetic field or whatever is the lower energy path and be-
come staircase-like [139,140], which result in a widerJc-peak atB ‖ ab-plane. This is
difficult to determine unambiguously from theJc-data available which show a widerJc-
peak for GdBCO at 1 T and below [55,74], because the random pinningsites play a role,
too [139]. However, the data are in good agreement with the discussedBirr- ata above,
because there is a widerJc peak for GdBCO than for YBCO at 1 T and 77 K but at 3
T the widths seem to be very similar [74]. Hence the observedU0 andBirr result from
the wavyab-planes, and it is worth noting that probably the more isotropic behaviour
of undoped GdBCO and BZO-doped material in comparison to undoped YBCO does
not only result from the improvement ofJc in the c-axis direction but also from the
reduction of intrinsicab-plane pinning.
The results above indicate that the same 4 wt% BZO doping has more effect on
GdBCO than on YBCO: at low fields,U0,Birr, andJc decrease more, but at high fields
U0 andBirr increase more,Jc increases more at low temperatures in theB ‖ c direction,
and inB ⊥ c directionU0 andBirr are reduced in the whole measured magnetic field
range. This can be partly explained by the 10 % higher weight of GdBCO in comparison
to YBCO, where the volume of the unit cell is only 1 % larger for GdBCO than for
YBCO, so hence the volume of the BZO would be higher in GdBCO. However,this
does not explain the whole difference. Since the lattice mismatch between GdBCO and
BZO (7.9 %) is lower than betwenn YBCO and BZO (8.4 %), it can not explain the
difference either. Thus, three different explanations have been considered:
1. The first one might be the easier cation disorder in GdBCO than in YBCO, since
the size of the Gd3+ ion is closer to the size of Ba2+ than of Y3+. If significantly
Ba poor regions, which would have significantly lowerTc andJc [97], are formed,
they could behave as pinning sites, which might be the case in SmBCO [137].
2. The second possible explanation would be the stress caused by BZO-doping with
interplay of extra stacking faults. As was discussed in section 3.3.3 on page21,
the (212)/(122)-peak shows reduced relaxation by twinning and more stress in
BZO-doped GdBCO. The origin of this extra stress may be the extra stacking
faults present in GdBCO [21]. Such a stacking fault can be an extra Gd-layer,
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which is formed due to the easier occurrence of the Gd⇔Ba cation disorder.
The layer causes a shift of[(1/2)a, (1/2)b, 0.15c] [21] which produces stress,
if it is energetically favourable BaO layers to match between GdBCO and BZO.
The shift would have an influence ona and b parameters, which would agree
with the results in section 3.3.3. Further, the increased stress might also affect the
Tc and which has been observed earlier for YBCO in [141, 142] and referenc s
therein. Furthermore, the shift or the strain might also produce splay on theBZO
nanorods, which could improve theJc [143–145].
3. The final considered possibility is the oxygen deficiency, which is known to re-
duceTc [61,62]. TheI(005)/I(00l) analysis in the section 3.3.6 on page 25 does
not undoubtedly strengthen this possibility, but does not rule it out either,at least
it is possible in some parts of the material.
Thus, all these tree explanations assumes a generation of nanoscaled regions with re-
duced superconducting properties which behave as pinning sites. The nanoscaled phases
with reducedTc and superconducting properties would explain the change of the slope
of Birr-curve of BZO-doped GdBCO (figure 24(a)), since a change inTc of a nano-
sized region would result in a contribution onBirr merged from all the nanophases with
differentBirr’s, and that is why equation (13) does not describe the observedBirr per-
fectly. Also, the reduction ofTc would not only influence the pinning directly, but also
indirectly by changing the coherence length,ξ, near theTc [5], which has an effect on
pinning strength, since the optimum pinning site should have a size ofξ.
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3.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were doneto study the
oxidation state of Cu in fresh and seven months old, undoped and uncoatedGdBCO thin
films. The initial measurement was made a day after the film deposition, and the final
measurement for the aged sample seven months later. To measure the bulk Cu atoms
without surface contamination, the surface of both films were sputtered with Ar+ ions
with the same parameters for the both times until the C 1s impurity signal was almost
completely vanished. The core-level spectra Cu 2p3/2 and O1s of the fresh (◦) and aged
(•) GdBCO are shown in figure 26. A fitting was done with Voigt line-shape andShirley
background subtraction was applied to identify and confirm the differentcomponents
and their relative intensities. The peak positions agree well with reported data [146–
149], and the observed Cu 2p3/2 main line and the Cu satellite feature show the known
structure of CuO and Cu2O [146, 150]. The Cu 2p3/2 spectrum consists of the CuO
and Cu2O photoemission lines with 1.2 eV binding energy (BE) separation, where CuO
is on the high BE side. The satellite structure above the Cu 2p3/2 BE is characteristic
to CuO, and no such a satellite can be seen for samples containing only Cu2O [150,
151]. A weakening of the CuO satellite with time suggest strongly that the amountof
CuO has reduced. Indeed, the intensity ratio (ICuO/ICu2O) which was calculated from
the areas of CuO satellite and Cu 2p3/2 signal of Cu2O for the fresh and aged sample
decreased from about 0.5 to 0.2. Also, two features can be clearly resolved from the O
1s spectra of both the measurements (figure 26 inset). The feature at 529 eVis due to
the Cu-O chains and planes, and the component at 531 eV higher BE side iscaused by
oxygen contamination [146, 148, 152]. Moreover, despite of the removal of the carbon
contaminated surface layer by the sputtering, there is more oxygen contamination the
aged sample than in the fresh. This suggest that the oxygen can fairly easly diffuse into
the structure and is hard to remove. Thus, the aging effect can be seen as a decreasing
intensity of Cu2p satellites in the range 940–945 eV and as a narrowing of the Cu 2p3/2
spectrum which is due to CuO (Cu2+) converting to Cu2O (Cu+).
3.7 Discussion: the aging effect
As it was mentioned in the previous sections, the change in the pinning structure can
be ruled out, and the time development of XRD, XPS, and magnetisation measure-
ments are best explained by the oxygen release. Particularly, theJc- andI(005)/I(00l)-
estimations agree very well, because in both the methods, a steep change is seen in uc-
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Figure 26. Comparison of Cu2p3/2 core-levels and Cu satellite spectra of fresh and
aged GdBCO show that the amount of Cu2+ has decreased as a function of time. The
black line (residue) describes the difference between the Cu2p spectra of fresh and aged
samples. From the O1s spectra presented in the inset of figure 26 it can be seen that the
oxygen contamination (high BE feature) is much higher for the aged GdBCO despite
the similar sputtering treatment of the samples. [P4]
and Au-GdBCO for first 1–2 initial months, and no or minor change later, linking these
two phenomenon strongly together. SinceI(005)/I(00l) measures oxygen content, the
lowering ofJc, thus the superconducting properties, originates from the oxygen release.
The reason for the oxygen release is unknown, but because the phenomenon is not
seen in YBCO, the probable explanation might be the extra stacking faults notseen in
YBCO. The stacking fault might be for example an extra Gd-layer [21], which results
in an edge dislocations. The oxygen diffusion is very slow inc-axis direction [153],
causing YBCO to be stable, but the diffusion is several magnitudes faster inhe ab-
planes [153]. Since the oxygen diffusion is as fast through disordersasab-planes [154],
the edge disorders might act as channels for relative fast diffusion towards GdBCO
surface. The studies, where YBCO was grown on (110) STO resulting intheab-planes
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to align perpendicular to the substrate surface, have shown similar aging effect [124],
and hence confirm this hypothesis. Moreover, it should be noted that thepossibility of a
protecting layer development onto YBCO but not onto GdBCO can be ruled out, since
the Au capping should prevent the growth in both the materials, but the aging effect is
only seen for GdBCO.
The reason for oxygen release being faster in Au coated GdBCO in comparison
to GdBCO without coating is also unclear. Two explanations are considered. Th first
one is that Au may form islands on the films rather than grow smoothly layer–by–
layer, which is actually confirmed by the AFM measurements done for Au-GdBCO.
The forming of such an island might create cracks inside the GdBCO film, causing fa ter
oxygen release. This explanation is weakened by the fact that the sputtering has been
done at room temperature, which would not allow Au to attach on GdBCO firmly.On the
other hand, this explanation is however supported by the sputtering havingan effect on
GdBCO, in case if the charge distribution is not disturbed in the surface layer of GdBCO
by Au layer. The second possibility is Au acting as a catalyst in GdBCO, as it hbeen
seen for the carbon monoxide and hydrogen oxygenation at low temperatures [155].
Furthermore, as it was showed in the sections 3.2, the GdBCO has a higher surface
roughness than YBCO, and such a surface would result in pores of nan sized scale in
Au, which would grow the area of the reactive surface and improve the catalyst activity.
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4 Conclusions
In this work, it was shown that the YBCO target density can be controlled bythe sin-
tering at different temperatures, which have to be between 850◦C and 900◦C, and the
higher is the temperature, the denser is the target. In addition, undoped, 4 wt% BZO-
doped and a series of multilayered YBCO, as well as undoped and 4 wt% GdBCO thin
films were grown with nanograined targets by pulsed laser deposition on STO(100) sin-
gle crystals. It was shown that the increasing target density did not influence the pinning
structure but decreased the surface roughness of the films. This strengthens the hypoth-
esis that the enhancement of pinning properties in films made from nanograined instead
of microngrained target originates really from grainsize.
The growth of GdBCO thin films was optimised for PLD in terms of substrate tem-
perature,Ts, and energy density. The optimised growth temperature was 700◦C and en-
ergy density 1.8–2.1 J/cm2 for GdBCO, whereas the optimum conditions were 745◦C
and 1.8 J/cm2 for YBCO. Good quality GdBCO films could be ablated in wide temper-
ature range, 625–765◦C, and therefore theTs is not so crucial for GdBCO as for YBCO.
All the films fabricated for this work were well textured, and no impurity phases w re
detected for the fresh films. The twinning structure of GdBCO is very similar to that
of YBCO. All the fabricated YBCO films had almost perfectc-orientation, but the vol-
ume ofa-oriented grains was slightly higher in GdBCO, which was explained by closer
c-parameter value to triple value of the lattice parameter of STO, makinga-orientation
slightly more favourable for GdBCO. It was also shown that the higherJc’s are possible
for GdBCO than for YBCO either at low or at high temperatures. It was alsoshown
that GdBCO is more isotropic at high temperatures than YBCO, but atB ‖ ab-planes
the YBCO had the best pinning potential,U0, and irreversibility field,Birr. Therefore,
the higher isotropy of GdBCO originates from the lowered intrinsic pinning ofCu–O-
planes, which is probably result of the extra stacking faults distorting them.
The BZO was shown to grow cube–on–cube in GdBCO as it is the case in YBCO,
and therefore by taking into account the magnetisation measurements, it was confirmed
that BZO grows as nanorods in GdBCO. The BZO-doping enhanced theJc at high
fields and low temperatures in GdBCO, similarly as in YBCO. The BZO-doping made
also YBCO and GdBCO more isotropic at high temperatures. However, the sam BZO-
doping level enhanced more the pinning properties (Jc, U0, Birr, B∗) of GdBCO at
high fields than those of YBCO. This agrees well with twinning structure beingmore
affected by BZO doping in GdBCO than in YBCO. This phenomenon was explained
by emerged nanophases with lowered superconducting properties, which may originate
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from the cation disorder, extra stress, oxygen deficiency, or all of them together.
The multilayering studies were carried out systematically by varying the layer thick-
nesses. Therefore the growth process was determined indicating that different thick-
nesses of multilayers influence the growth mechanism and interlayer structure. The
thicker BZO layers usually resulted in worse twinning, in–plane, and out ofplane struc-
ture, as well as worse superconducting properties, except the temperature dependence
of power law exponent,α, which was improved. The only multilayer structure which
had pinning properties similar to BZO-doped material was the one where the multilay-
ers were thin and more closely packed. By choosing the right multilayer composition,
thick thin films can be fabricated with an actual increase of the critical current.
A worsening of superconducting properties of GdBCO was observed with time,
where no such phenomenon was detected for YBCO. The aging was explain d by oxy-
gen release occurring via defects not present in YBCO. The Au-coated GdBCO thin
film manifested an even worse aging effect, and two possible explanations were sug-
gested: the first is gold acting as a catalyst, and the second is gold producing cracks in
the GdBCO matrix.
Thus, if high pinning as possible is needed at high fields, undoped YBCO aligned
atB ‖ ab-planes should be used, but if high fields and isotropy at low temperaturesare
needed, BZO-doped GdBCO or closely packed, thin alternating multilayers of YBCO
and BZO would probably be the best choices, particularly, if a high current d nsity or
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